The Alliance for the Study of the Holocaust announces

Holocaust Lecture Series

March
1. George Jackson, SSU: Discovering Dachau: A Personal Reflection

8. Philip Beard, SSU: Holocaust Consciousness in Today's Germany

22. John Steiner, SSU: Explaining the Holocaust

29. Les Adler, SSU: America's Reaction to the Holocaust

April
5. Maurice Blaug, SSU: A personal View of the Loss of Family


26. Martin Blaze, SSU: The Holocaust in Literature

May
11. Samuel Olmer, Humboldt State
3. Douglas Huneke, Presbyterian: Rescue Behavior in Occupied Europe

17. Robert C. Cohn, Northwestern University: Catastrophe & the Jewish Experience

April 29 - Holocaust Memorial, Vom Hashoa 2:30 in the Commons

Sonoma State University